Session #34 802.16e Opening Report – 11/15/04

- Comments in 802.16e/D5 Sponsor Ballot recorded in database 802.16-04/69r1
  - 1973 Comments
    - 1009 Editorial (1102 per the editor)
    - 259 Technical, Binding
    - 287 Technical, Non Binding
    - 415 Technical, No other indication
    - 2 blank
    - 1 Coordination
  - 2300 Reply Comments
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• 126 on-time contributions received during ballot; many subsequently revised (31 had no associated comment)
• Some Numbers:
  – 4 General
  – 12 MAC
  – 6 MBS
  – 22 Mobility
  – 78 PHY
    • 4 HARQ
    • 5 LDPC
    • 24 MIMO
    • 10 STC
  – 3 QOS
  – 13 Security
• 20 Late/Reply Contributions
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• Some Heavy Math:
  – 871 to 964 Technical Comments
  – Per current schedule – 32 hours meeting time
  – 1.99 to 2.2 minutes per comment
    • Presentation including any contribution (s)
    • Discussions including reply comments
    • Decision including drafting any rejection response